
 
 

Peak Physique 
Hot Yoga Franchise

CASE STUDY: 
“STAND ALONE STUDIO BECAME A PEAK PHYSIQUE  
HOT YOGA FRANCHISEE.”
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01 About
       the client

Our client is a female 
aged 35 years old, she is a 
personal trainer, gym owner 
with business experience. 
She has large scale of clients 
from ownership of her 
successful gym.

She decided to open up 
a hot yoga studio next to 
her gym, whereby she had 
adequate space and already 
pre-existing clientele. 

Her yoga studio was located 
in a very large regional 
town, where there was little 
competition and where hot 
yoga was needed. 
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Similar, to other stand 
alone hot yoga studios 
around Australia, the 
challenge of brand 
presence, obtaining and 
retaining new clients 
is prevalent in this 
franchisee.

02 HER Issues
The hot yoga room was not hot enough, leaving the room cool and 
clients complaining. The incorrect heating system was installed.

Her class timetable was limited.

There was no sales process in place.

There was limited signage and the branding was not strong. This 
included from fit out physical stance and online brand presence. 

Her income stream was restricted and she was not profiting. 

Regulatory compliance.
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03 Our Solution

Furthermore switching over to our brand 
created she was able to have a professional 
foundation for her social media, website, 
online book in system and general brand 
presence. This gave her security and a 
strong stance in the community for  
her business.

As our client wanted to improve her 
sales results and resolve her customer 
complaints, she ultimately decided to 
transition towards a more compliant, sales 
driven, and branded business in a box 
solution to move forwards a more easier 
and manageable studio operations.

Implementing our signature yoga 
sequences into her class timetable allowed 
for reputable classes, diversity, consistency 
and easibility for her instructors to follow.
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04 What is Peak  
       Group Global?

Peak Group Global is a universal provider of health, fitness and wellness 
products and activities to all ages, backgrounds and beliefs. Peak Physique Hot 
Yoga is the flagship of our brand and it provides fitness based yoga through 
franchise outlets in Australia. We also provide a connected family suite of 
services that integrate and support our clients, customers and individuals. 

At Peak Group Global we understand that running a Peak Physique Hot Yoga 
franchise is a rewarding and demanding business. Our model is based on the 
flexibility that allows you to pursue a work life balance. 
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04 What is Peak  
       Group Global?

We provide you with a low entry 
cost and online support options to 
help you run classes. Starting your 
own business can be a daunting task 
and a proven method is to partner 
with an existing network who has 
the right framework, best practice, 
advanced operational systems and 
an established management and 
leadership structure to help you 
succeed. At Peak Group Global we 
provide you with a business in a  
box solution. 
This gives you the processes, 
procedures and business 

management structure that will help 
you run a successful hot yoga studio. 
Being part of a franchise means 
you have the support, the network 
and the goodwill to allow you to 
concentrate on your clients and 
your studio, while we help you run 
the business aspect of your studio. 
We do this with a combination of 
knowing yoga and knowing business. 
You do not need prior experience in 
yoga, as we believe in sharing the 
network skills and knowledge to 
assist you and if required, provide 
you with high quality instructors. 
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04 What is Peak  
       Group Global?
This husband and wife team worked 
together combining their expertise in 
business and their passion for yoga to 
create an extraordinary brand. Their most 
important driving force in life has been 
Fitness, Health and Mindset; these three key 
pillars are the foundation of the family suite 
of services that integrate and support our 
clients, customers and individuals. They have 
personally witnessed many clients improve 
their daily lifestyle just by practising yoga 
and experiencing a positive change. In 2011 
the first Peak Physique studio started on a 
small side street in Seaton (Adelaide,  
South Australia). 

Peak Group Global is now an established 
business in various fitness and health sectors 
including Franchising, Licensing, Yoga School, 
and Online Training and Live Streaming 
platforms. The people (we call family), of 
Peak Group Global, embrace the core ethos 
of welcoming everyone regardless of your 
age, gender, background or beliefs.

FITNESS

Health

Mindset
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05 RESULTS

These benefits allowed the 
client to focus on what she loved 
being hot yoga, gym workouts 
and running the business with 
more ease. It improved the 
efficiencies in operating her hot 
yoga studio including keeping 
her compliance in check which 
opened up more opportunities.

It allowed her to hire more 
instructors, to increase 
her timetable by utilising 
Peak’s online training 
programs, giving her more 
clients with increased 
timeslots and giving her 
more time in order for her 
to have her next child.

Now in full operation the client, completed Peak Group Global’s training 
implemented the strategies required to run at full management as a Peak 
Physique Hot Yoga franchise, seeing results of happy clients, enhanced profits 
and strong brand presence in the community.
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06 Quantitative  
       & QUALITATIVE  
       RESULTS     

Increasing the total turnover

Increasing total members by 375% 

Cost savings on external party expenses

Increased productivity

Improved Compliance

Within 2 years of trading as Peak Physique Hot Yoga franchisee, the client 
increased her turnover by 300%.

By implementing the sales process and following the systems, allowed for 
increased sales and more members at her hot yoga studio.

Her cost savings on platforms and instructors reduced by becoming a franchisee, 
due to our partnerships, online training programs, $1,200 per month was our 
clients savings. 

Our client was given more time by 40% due to implementing systems and 
processes. Studio management became more automated and easier to run.

Our client’s compliance improved from average to excellent results quantified via 
our mystery shopper, allowing her maximise her business results.
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KEY FEATURES:

IMPROVED TURNOVER HAPPY CUSTOMERS

SIGNATURE YOGA 
SEQUENCES COMPLIANT MODEL


